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Stress-management tips for college-goers GROOMING
HIGHLIGHTS TOMORROW’S
A
GLOBAL CEOs

s college begins, students
face a host of stressors.
The term `stressed-out' is
something that most students use
to describe their state of mind as
they are particularly vulnerable to
stress. The right amount of it is
believed to sharpen the minds and
reflexes and also motivate learning, but excessive stress can affect
an individual's health. Sleep disturbance, constipation, a lack of
concentration, anxiety , moodiness, nervousness, migraine, diarrhea, fatigue, sweaty palms, high
blood pressure, hair loss, eating
disorders are among the common
symptoms of excessive stress.
"These days, students are complaining of significantly higher
levels of stress-related problems.
This seems to be mostly due to peer
pressure, failure in academics and
relationship problems. A lot of
these youngsters take the wrong

way to relieve their stress by getting into habits like drinking alcohol and smoking," says psychologist Lata Hemchand. Here are different ways to manage stress...

l The right amount of it is
believed to sharpen the minds
and reflexes and also motivate learning, but excessive
stress can affect an individual's health
l Sleep disturbance, constipation, a lack of concentration,
high blood pressure, hair loss,
eating disorders etc. are
among the common symptoms of excessive stress

Exercise regularly

One of the most effective ways
to reduce college stress is to work it
off by exercising for at least for 30
minutes every day . Whether
you're walking, cycling, swimming, dancing or practicing yoga,
get your blood pumping as it not
only keeps you fit, but also helps
you get over stress and stay
focused.

Sleep well

It is important to get a good
night sleep for at least seven hours,
because a sleep deprived body is
prone to more tension and stress.
Developing a good sleep pattern
helps you stay alert, focused and
positive throughout the day .
Also, avoid using your cell
phones; and drinking caffeine or
energy drinks before heading to
bed.

Breathing

At times, when your stress levels are rising, take a deep breath,
hold and exhale. Repeating this a
few times can bring down your
tension levels, can help you relax

and increase efficiency .

Eat healthy

It is essential to eat healthy and
at regular intervals. Including nuts
in your daily diet can give an
instant boost, and thus energize
the body as well as increase concentration.Drink at least three to
four liters of water because dehydration causes fatigue and headache.

S

VIMS one of the top AICTE approved
emerging B-school in India is fast gaining acknowledgement as the incubator
for nurturing Indian talent to produce global
CEOs. It has received multiple awards and
recognition for the innovative pedagogy and practical approach to
management education. Drawing
expert faculty from JBIMS, IIMs
and XLRI, it attracts senior professionals from the industry to design

SVIMS ENTERPRISE QUBE
provides mentorship, funding
and incubation to creative
ideas. It is an initiative to
encourage entrepreneurship

amongst MBA students
weaning them away from
the excellent placements
offered at SVIMS to becoming independent job and
wealth creators.
SVIMS RURAL ACCLIMATISATION
model is geared to introduce its MBA students
to the multiple unique opportunities inherent
in corporatisation of the
agro businessand
its
immense possibilities for
growth and development. SVIMS also offers
Mumbai University MMS. DTE CODE 3419.
For more details contact:
Prof Prema 9869037133,
Prof Ashwini 8169378881

playing activities, socio-drama/psychodrama, dance, meditation, global immersions, and case studies, seminars, industry interface, guest lectures and mentoring keep students thoroughly engaged.
Social responsibility and community service form an integral part of the curriculum. In terms of ranking, FMS has been
ranked consistently among the best business schools in the country. It has also
been ranked ‘A’ category by the All Indian
Management Association (AIMA).
The Institution has maintained a
healthy placement track record since
2011, when the first batch graduated. It
runs an entrepreneurship cell – UDYAM
(E- Cell) to encourage students to pursue
the path of entrepreneurship.
As an institution, FMS at Manav
Rachna is committed to a 360-degree
intellectual and value-based education
where learning by doing gives students a
sense of identity and purpose.

Shaping Global
Business Leaders

M

anagement
Education is
required to
be creative, realistic
and
revolutionary.
Curriculum in sync
with ever evolving
industry
requirements, pedagogical
brilliance, infrastructure conducive to better learning, distinguished
faculty,
research excellence
and placements are
key factors considered by students
while deciding on their preferred management institute. N. L. Dalmia
Institute of Management Studies and
Research (NLDIMSR) has won prestigious awards and accolades on all
these fronts, and is firmly placed
among top 25 management schools in
India. True to its mission statement, it
nurtures, transforms and creates global business leaders. It is no surprise
then that the number of admission
aspirants increases every year.
The critical role that pedagogy
plays in nurturing future business
leaders is highly significant. In line
with the best practices in the finest
business schools across the globe, case
studies, business games, research projects, simulations, coaching and mentoring are an integral part of education at NLDIMSR. The classrooms
resonate with analytical rigour, creative thinking, innovative strategies
and deliberations on practical aspects
of business theories. Learning here
encourages a scientific temperament,
and inculcates skill sets that make its
students worthy managers with high
business acumen and discerning
judgement abilities, fully equipped to
adapt themselves to the rapidly changing business environment. Having
said that, social responsibility and
character development are an integral
part of education at NLDIMSR. Thus,
the institution is working not only
towards creating business leaders of
tomorrow, but also towards making
them humane and sensitive to their
country’s requirements.
Shailesh Dalmia, Hon. Secretary N.

BCACS

BIMM

Sri Balaji Society Hostel

Dr(Col) A Balasubramanian Executive Director,
BIMM Dean, BITM, BIIB & BIMHRD ,President,
Sri Balaji Society
amongst the best B-Schools in the country. Located in the industrial belt of
Pune, the 20 years old Sri Balaji Society is

executives looking to reach greater
heights. The institute also offers Ph.D
programs.
NLDIMSR’s global management
programs also offer a unique opportunity to students in terms of global
exposure and career growth. . The
school offers a Global MBA Program
from the University of Wisconsin,
USA, and Sprott Shaw College,
Canada. Students complete their firstL. Dalmia Educational
year studies at N. L. Dalmia and carry
Society confirms, “In
their credits for the second year at the
our management school, global university. Co-op opportunities
we train students to are also provided by these universities.
think independently and It also offers PGP in Business Analytics
nurture ideas there by
from Virginia Tech University, USA.
grooming the future
The institute is now introducing
leaders. The institution specialised courses in Digital
is driven by values and
Marketing, Family Managed Business
ethics and young stu- & Entrepreneurship and Financial
dents graduating from Consulting & more courses are lined
our business school,
up with the objective of providing
with leadership qualities specialised skillsets in these spheres
will certainly go a long
as well. The Institute’s association
way in building a civi- with a number of reputed bodies and
lized, prosperous and progressive soci- institutes from India and overseas, i.e.
ety.” It is not only the learned college Advance Collegiate School of Business
faculty with a number of research
(AACSB), USA, European Foundation
papers under their belt that
for
Management
propel students on the path of
Development
(EFMD),
managerial excellence but
Belgium, Indian Merchants
also stalwarts from the indusChamber(IMC),
The
try and renowned global uniInstitute of Management
versities. The outcome is
Consultants of India (IMCI)
broader horizons for students,
and others brings to the table
a 360-degree perspective and
a higher industry interface,
learning embedded in actual
enhanced learning and
business world.
adaptation of the best global
NLDIMSR’s vibrant infrapractices.
structure makes teaching – Shailesh Dalmia
Renowned corporates,
learning even more comprebanks and other organisahensive and exciting. The campus is tions flock to NLDIMSR for their
not only aesthetically appealing but recruitments, well appreciating that
also houses state-of-art student centric the students have practical knowledge,
facilities. The Bloomberg Finance Lab
are well aware of current industrial
with 12 terminal is one of the largest
practices and are definitely well
in the country and enables in-depth equipped to be good managers and
research and facilitates a large pool of
leaders in their chosen fields of work.
information. The institute’s wellFor more details contact:
equipped library, computer labs, manN.L.Dalmia Institute of
agement development centre, seminar Management Studies and Research.
hall and the digital library empower
Srishti, Sector 1, Mira Road (E),
students and facilitate in-depth and Mumbai Metropolitan Region- 401104
highly interactive learning.
Phone: 022-42990033/44/55
In addition to its much
sought-after MMS and
PGDM programs, the institute offers part time post
graduate programs in
Marketing Management
(MMM),
Finance
Management (MFM) and
Human
Resource
Development Management
(MHRDM). The curriculum and pedagogy of these
courses is designed for
Mumbai's First Bloomberg Finance Lab

BIIB

BIMHRD

Good training & all India
Campus Placements
'How to stand up to the expectations of students? How to stand up to the expectations of
parents?'
These are the main questions on which the
authorities in Sri Balaji Society, Pune always
exercise their minds and devote their entire time,
energy, efforts and resources to build the
career of their students. Blessed with the
best faculties, infrastructure, in-built systems and processes, the Management
Institutes of Sri Balaji Society stands tall

SVIMS INTENSIVE INTERNSHIP options have
been cleverly organised to assist deserving meritorious but economically challenged students to pursue PG education
whilst supporting themselves and their
families through a unique “Earn while
you learn scheme”.

— Nithya Kore

The B-School has on offer MBA (2 Years)
with Dual Specialization in the fields of:
Finance (in collaboration with KPMG),
Event & Media, Marketing, Human
Resource,
International
Business,
Information System, Business Analytics,
Digital Marketing and Entrepreneurship.
forty Hours Business Process Course of
SAP has been embedded as a part of curriculum for this program to make students
recruitment ready for job opportunities in
varied industries and other enterprises.
MBA students who opt for Finance as one
of the specializations get academic delivery
of about 400 hours by experts from KPMG.
That apart, MBA with Healthcare
Management (in collaboration with
Fortis Hospital); MBA in Human
Resource Management and PhD in
Management are also widely soughtafter.
Live field projects, workshops, action
research, simulations, prototyping, role-

BITM

grams provide an intrinsic insight to prepare the mindset of its students making
them future ready for global assignments.

When you are stressed, talking
things out to a trusted friend or a
family member can help, as it has
an immediate effect on reducing
tension.

Padamshri Dr. Pritam Singh, Honorary DirectorGeneral, Manav Rachna addressing students

W

SVIMS INTERNATIONAL EXPOSURE pro-

Seek emotional help

Creating entrepreneurs and
managers of modern times

e live in an increasingly marketdriven economy where the need
for management education is an
absolute must. With MBA programs offering a wide array of specialized degrees to
fill the increasingly niche areas within the
field--by way of international partnerships,
dual degrees, student exchange programs,
international internships, increased social
media connectivity and role playing for
teamwork and problem-solving--today’s
management education has taken a quantum leap!
At the Faculty of Management Studies
(FMS), Manav Rachna International
Institute of Research and Studies (Deemedto-be-University and NAAC ‘A’ Grade
accredited); management education is customized to suit today’s market dynamics.
The institution has on board several prominent
industry
leaders
including
Padamshree Dr. Pritam Singh as its
Honorary Director-General.

and deliver programs that address industry needs thus setting the scene for promising MBAs to get instantly embraced by
corporate head hunters.

proud of having produced nearly 11000 alumni
who are serving in the industry, globally. Balaji
Institute of Modern Management(BIMM), Balaji

BLA

Institute of Telecom and Management(BITM),
Balaji Institute of International Business(BIIB)
and Balaji Institute of Management and Human
Resource Development (BIMHRD) are offering
Two Year Full Time PGDM programmes
approved by AICTE. The courses have also been
granted ‘Equivalence to MBA Degree by
Association of Indian Universities(AIU),’ thus
known for “Discipline”, “Dedication” and
“Determination”. The two Mantras
“Problems are Opportunities” and “Be
Selfish” given by the founder Dr (Col) A
Balasubramanian keep inspiring everyone in the campus.
Co-curricular activities, management games,
workshop, seminars, guest lectures are regular
features in the campus. The students of BIMM,
BITM, BIIB and BIMHRD are selected centrally
during an admission process conducted all over
India and they also go through combined campus
placements. Most of the students who are due to
pass out in May, 2017, have already received their

campus placement job offers from the companies which have visited the campus from
all over India.

For more information visit :
www.sribalajisocietypune.org.
E-mail ID: admissions@sribalajisocietypune.org
Contact Tel. for admissions are:
020-66741235/36, 30631235/36, 09673338787
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Student Centric, Career Oriented,
B-SCHOOLS WITH HIGHEST RETURN ON
Value based Management Education INVESTMENT IN INDIA

Power of Innovative Thinking

SIESCOMS: A Business
School with Analytical Focus

S

mart organizations look for smart thinking students for their early assignments.
In order to develop students with “Analytical
Mindset and Thinking Abilities”, business
schools are required to challenge the old
paradigm of teaching pedagogy and help students break out of their box for breakthrough
thinking.
SIES College of Management
Studies (SIESCOMS) offers management education that attracts students who value their analytical bias
and focus on critical thinking. At SIESCOMS,
every faculty has moved beyond the usual
management education pedagogy and instead
uses power of innovative thinking to hone

smart decisions making
abilities of each and every
student. With the support,
coaching and personalized
attention of all faculty as
mentors, they provide skills
that are needed to solve complex business issues in the current VUCA environments. The
college strongly believes in the value of quality and creative education for preparing responsible citizens, their placement record and rankings on diverse platforms
as a “Top Business School” establishes
its credentials to be reckoned with.
Further, as global competitiveness has become sine quo non for success for all, including management education, the route taken
by SIESCOMS include optional foreign visits

Prof. Mundada.
Year after year, the institute has lived
up to the challenges and expectations of
recruiters. In the ongoing recruitment
cycle (Batch 2016-18), over 150 companies
have participated so far including Mondelez India Foods (Cadbury), Infoedge,
Zomato, Redington, Asian Panits, Panchshil Realty, Nestle India, Times Legend
Travel, Kuehne + Nagel India, Tech Mahindra, India Bulls Real Estate, HFFC,
Furlenco, HDFC Bank, Reliance Brand,
BOSE Corporation, Berger Paints, CCD,
BYJU etc. placing high percentage of
students as on 1st Feb 2018 offering average CTC of 5 lakhs for a fresher.
For more details contact;
Survey no. 54 (1+2/1),
Nere Dattawadi, Near Hinjawadi
Infotech Park Pune-411033|
www.saibalaji.edu.in|
admissions@iimspune.edu.in|
020-66547502/510, 020 26709170
For MDP/ Consultancy/ Research
Projects contact:
mdp@iimspune.edu.in.
For Placements contact :
placements@saibalaji.org.
For Guest Lectures/ Workshops/
Panel Discussion contact :
corporaterelations@saibalaji.org

by students and world class cases.
Besides world class application driven curriculum which makes liberal use of simulations and cases, the two year AICTE
approved PGDM Programs at
SIESCOMS is full of continuous live
projects and internships with leading
corporate. Skill-Linked Immersion
Project (SLIP) is well received by all
stakeholders and considered to be a major
differentiator for them. The international accreditation of their flagship PGDM program
by ACBSP, USA has put SIESCOMS on a different pedestal, where only a few top Indian
business schools exist.
“The best way to predict a future is to create
it”, as said by the management guru Peter
Drucker. At SIESCOMS, they make all possible effort to ensure that each and every
student creates a bright future here on the
campus itself and walks out with their head
held high on completion of the program.

Get Industry Ready
AURORA - OFFERING BUSINESS EDUCATION
WITH A GLOBAL OUTLOOK

S

ince inception in 2005,
Au r o r a B u s i n e s s
School, Hyderabad has
been dedicated to nurturing
global leaders by imparting
world class management education with human values to
serve the emerging needs of
the society. The institution has
earned respect amidst academic and industry circles and
supported by them to offer
education to make students
industry ready.
The last 12 years have seen

T

MODULE 1
DESK RESEARCH

 Calculating importance of various parameters to

arrive at weights for each parameter – we use a
regression model to arrive at the importance of various parameters
 Calculation of raw scores and weighted scores for
MODULE 2
each parameter
FACTUAL DATA
 Calculation of overall score for each B- School using
COLLECTION
Fieldwork was conducted beginning the 4th
importance weightage
week of December 2017 to 1st week of
 Factual Score
MODULE 3
February 2018.
 The information collected corresponding to similar
PERCEPTUAL SURVEY
parameters as in the perceptual survey
 A detailed scoring system has been developed
Module 1 | Desk Research - List of
for each parameter
ANALYSIS & FINAL
B-Schools for the Survey
 After assigning scores to each parameter,
RANKINGS
The Module 1 was a secondary research
raw scores were calculated
module. A comprehensive list of B- School’s
 The raw scores were weighted by their imporwas generated with the help of internet, magatance to arrive at weighted scores
zines and other publications. The various sources
 The final B- School’s core was calculated as in the
used for generation of school list included:
perception survey
 List of school from previous surveys
 The final score for a B- School was weighted average of
 A discussion with industry experts to add/ delete any
Perception Score and Factual Score - equal weightage given
school to ensure we have a comprehensive list
to both
However, it is not possible to get a completely exhaustive  The final rank was calculated for all those B- School collist of schools and include them in the survey, we had option leges who had shared the factual data. Some of the institutes
of adding any new school name in the survey form if any which got high perceptual score but did not share their facrespondent mentioned any school name outside our list.
tual data have been excluded from the rankings this year.
Effectively, every B- School had a chance of getting covered in
However, list of top 30 is given in an alphabetical order
the survey if their name was mentioned by the respondents.

Module 2 | Factual Data Collection

The factual data sheet focuses on the following information
areas:
 Selection process
 Affiliation/ accreditations / collaboration
 Learning Components
a. Curriculum
b. Faculty
c. Pedagogy
 Future Orientation
a. Global exposure
b. Industry Interaction/ live projects/ corporate internship
c. Potential to network/ alumni outreach
 Infrastructure/ facilities
 Placement

Module 3 | Perceptual Survey

In the Perceptual Survey Module, a strucutred
Questionnaire was administered to selected respondents
including HR professionals, faculty, young management
executives, management students, aspiring students & parents of aspiring management students to arrive at a ranking
& rating of B- School’s . The sample selection was done using
convenience sampling method though the sample was spread
out geographically to get better representation. A sample
survey of 1550 was conducted across 16 cities (4 cities each in
Zone) viz Delhi-NCR, Mumbai, Chennai, Kolkata, Bangalore,
Hyderabad, Ahmadabad, Kochi, Chandigarh, Pune, Indore,
Jaipur, Lucknow, Bhubaneswar, Ranchi & Guwahati. The
geographical spread of the sample was ensured by selecting
multiple starting points spread across the cities.

Analysis: Final Ranking of B- School’s

A robust approach is followed to arrive at the final rankings. The step by step process is given below:
 Perceptual Score
 Ratings on various parameters for each B- School

Some Caveats/Assumptions:

 Best efforts were made to reach maximum B- School’s
across India; however, any
B- School that did not send complete “Fact-Sheet” within the
allotted time was excluded from the ranking
 Any B- School which expressly stated that it did not wish to
participate and feature themselves in the ranking was
excluded from the survey
 Relatively newer B- School’s which have shown noteworthy
developments in the field of management education and have
less than 5 batches graduated out of the B- School were
included in Emerging B- School List, we have also ranked
some institutes who have not given their fact sheet but have
got good perception score. Such institutes are ranked after
those who gave their fact sheet

About i3rc Insights Pvt. Ltd

i3RC Insights Pvt. Ltd. (i3RC) is a specialist research & consultancy firm having a young and dynamic team of researchers. i3RC team is very passionate about
its work and is completely focussed on
making every research project a great
success. For them every project is an
opportunity to contribute to their clients’
growth and society and hence they focus
on absolute quality. i3RC has a specialist
team that carries out the ranking survey which they have
now been conducting for over 5 years. A rigorous methodology developed based on inputs from industry experts, has
been consistently updated based on the feedback every year.
In addition, i3RC has a team of highly experienced industry
experts as consultants who provide their expertise for specific projects. i3RC is a full member of MRSI and follow MRSI
code of ethics while conducting every research project.
Note: Present survey has been exclusively conducted by an
independent Research Agency named i3 Research Consultants using
stated methodology for arriving at given rankings.

Leader

in industrial engineering
and management
F

ounded in 1963, National Institute of Industrial Engineering
(NITIE) has been driven by its vision-“To be the thought
leader in industrial engineering education and research, and
partner in the manufacturing renaissance of the nation.”
Committed to impart quality in class education, NITIE has
produced some of the best industry leaders. With a research-
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QUALITATIVE ASPECTS OF ROI

The investment in an MBA
has significant ROI upside on
these emerging global parameters.

TOP 5 INDIAN B-SCHOOLS
Rank B-Schools
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real learning is in the corporate world.

grams.

GLOBAL DEGREE

B-schools that have global
academic partnerships for
delivery of the curriculum
and pedagogy and are awarding globally recognized degrees will attract
best quality of
ON ROI the
students. SPJIMR
and Universal
Business School
are leading the
way with the
GMP programs.

FMS-Delhi
JBIMS-Mumbai
SIMSREE-Mumbai
IIT-Mumbai
Universal Business School-Mumbai

GLOBAL ACCREDITATION

B-schools that are adopting
global international best practices in quality and global accreditation are being appreciated by MNCs who are keen to
hire from such B-schools. Private B-schools like ISB (AACSB, EQUIS), SPJIMR (AMBA),
XLRI (AACSB), IMT (AACSB),
MDI (AMBA), Universal Business School (AMBA, AACSB,
QAA), NMIMS (AMBA), TAPMI (AACSB), IMI (AMBA) and
Great Lakes (AMBA) are providing globally accredited pro-

WHY CHOOSE AURORA?

 Part of a 27 year old Aurora
group with 30 professional
colleges
Internationally exposed and
highly experienced faculty
World-class teaching-learning practices
Outbound training and experiential learning

the alumini of the school
spread far and wide, both in
India and overseas and firmly
establish themselves in
their respective careers.
The state-of-the-art facility is located in the heart
of the city and has an
excellent faculty. Aurora
Business School has
been consistently featured across various
business magazines as a
top class B-school in the
Classroom
country.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
he objective of this research was to arrive
at a list of top business schools in India.
The research had 3 major modules i.e. Desk
Research, Factual survey & Perceptual Rating
survey followed by scientifically developed anlaysis & ranking process.

I -M

as they recognized that the
one year MBA was sufficient
for learning management science and currently every Bschool in Europe, UK, Singapore and Hong Kong has adopted the one year MBA
model. The surprising aspect
has been the USA, which traditionally provided a two year
MBA. Over a third of the
American B-schools have
moved to the one year MBA
model. Top B-schools like Columbia, Michigan, Cornell are
adapting to the one year model by introducing in their second year internships, live
projects and global immersion
to compete with their EuroTHE ONE YEAR MBA
pean counterparts.
The one year MBA proCompanies do not distingram has significant advan- guish between the one year
tages from an ROI perspective and the two years MBA programs. They are lookROI COMPARISON - 1 YEAR MBA V/S 2 YEARS PGDM
ing for candidates
Year
PGDM - 2 years MBA - 1 year
who are adaptable,
Year 1
Tuition Fee
Rs.4.25 Lacs
Rs. 8.5 Lacs
Year 2
Tuition Fee
Rs.4.25 Lacs
Nil
analytical, ability to
Salary Income
Nil
Rs. 6.5 Lacs
work in teams with
Year 3
Salary Income
Rs.6.5 Lacs
Rs.7.15 Lacs
Total Investment
Rs.8.5 Lacs
Rs.8.5 Lacs
entrepreneurial
Total Return
Rs.6.5 Lacs
Rs.13.65 Lacs
mind-set along with
Absolute Return
(Rs.2 Lacs)
Rs.5.15 Lacs
Loss
Gain
core knowledge in
ROI
76%
160%
their specialisation
Note: Same Tuition Fee and Salary post MBA
and the right can-do
attitude. If students
compared to two year PGDM
can achieve this earlier, then
and only a few private B- they are capable to lead and
schools in India offer it viz. thrive in the corporate world.
ISB, Great Lakes, XLRI, IMI,
The biggest advantage for
IMT, UBS and SPJIMR.
the one year MBA is the one
The one year MBA started year saved in a student’s life,
in Europe with leading Bhis additional year of earning,
schools like INSEAD, London ability to get promoted and
Business School, Said (Oxford most importantly the one year
University) and Judge (Camof additional experience. It is
bridge University) adopting it common knowledge that the

NM

A very nice institute. Well organized
programme (Induction Ceremony),
stress on values is appreciated”

R

eturn on Investment
(ROI) is emerging as a
critical component on
deciding which B-school should
one select. It is clear that the
ROI of any B-school is realised
over several decades of corporate life as the MBA is just the
start of one’s career. However,
students are keen to know the
immediate ROI in this world of
instant gratification.
Here is an analysis of the
leading B-schools in India and
their ROI calculated after
three years from the date of
stepping into the B-school
(Based on statistics published
on websites).

ha

PRAKASH KODLIKERI- MD AND
CEO, KALYANI MAXION WHEELS
LIMITED

The ROI Myth busted at Indian B-Schools

TG

The institute encourages industry interaction with a wide cross-section of professionals in the industry like CEOs, VPs and
Directors etc. SIP, winter internship project, social projects, seminars, workshops provide
student an opportunity to assimilate organizational traits and business environment of industry which helped me to secure international
placements in Times Legend Travel”

TA
PM

PRANAB SINGH (BATCH 2016-18)

IM

S

aiBalaji Group of Instiments at National Educatutes (IIMS, SBItion Awards 2017 by
IMS, IIMHRD)
another media
was founded with a
house. The instivision to impart
tute has been
value based
ranked 57th Priworld class manvate B School in
agement educaIndia by Times
tion to all sections
B school survey
of the society by
2017.
international reProf. Mundada,
search scholar, Prof.
says, “We believe in
Manish R. Mundada in the
student centric approach.
year 2005. He holds Bachelors in
Holistic development is ensured
Mechanical Engineering and an MBA
by year round academic events and placedegree from University of Toledo, Ohio ments calendar. Organizing various culUSA. Recently, he was awarded with
tural, sports, academic and corporate
Edupreneur of the Year in National Edu- events like Business Conclave (HR, Marcation Excellence Awards 2017.
keting, Finance) Startup and IB Conclave,
SaiBalaji Group of Institutes offers
Case and Research Conference, Corporate
Savitribai Phule Pune University affili- Football League, Rotaract Club activities
ated MBA, PhD and AICTE approved
etc. enables to enrich the experience of
PGDM programs through
students enhancing
its management institheir personality theretutes namely, SaiBalaji
by improving their deciInternational Institute of
sion making and interManagement Sciences
personal skills. Industry
and International Instiacademia has been institute of Management and
tute’s forte, in the AY
Human Resource Devel2017-19 the institute has
opment exclusive for
organized 5 conclaves
women.
inviting more than 100
Prof. Manish R. Mundada
IIMS, (International felicitating Dr Anant
senior VP and CEO’s”.
Institute of Management Sardeshmukh- Director
Research is at the core
Studies, Pune) offers General MCCIA Pune
of the institute. 70 % of
PGDM – Two years fullthe faculty is PhD and 30
time residential program,
% pursuing to be comapproved by AICTE with dual specializapleted by 2020. The institute focuses on
tion in Marketing, Finance, HR, Opera- maximizing the research output.
tions, International Business, Media,
PLACEMENTS
Retail and IT. The institute has been
“We emphasize not only on academic
awarded Best Placement (Maharashtra)
brilliance but also prepare our students
- Education Excellence Awards, 4th Higher Education Summit 2016, Top Private to be leaders and team players ready to
face the corporate world to fulfill this, we
Management Institute Western India 2017
by a news media, Education Leadership have collaborated with IBM (Business
Award by BBC Knowledge at World HRD Analytics), Queens Land University of
Technology, Australia (SAP) and TUV
Congress 2017 and Best B School in Place(Six Sigma), Digital Marketing,” adds

GLOBAL
EXPOSURE

Programs which give students opportunities to mandatorily study in an international campus as part of the
program and gain multi-cultural experience will create
future Managers who can lead
global organisations. SPJIMR,
Universal Business School
and IMT provide such opportunities.
Disclaimer- The above data/
facts/figures are based on the
independent study or survey
conducted by Exolearn Pvt. Ltd.

Regular conduct of professional activities
Add on professional certification courses
Industry interaction
Access to online databases
Research publications
International study tours
Excellent placement record
Hostel facility
Superior sporting infrastructure
All India Composition
For more details contact:
Aurora’s Business School,
Punjagutta, Hyderabad
Tel: 040-23350062, 23351892,
Mobile: +9100000486 /
9100000491
E-mail:
admissions@absi.edu.in
Web: www.absi.edu.in

based approach, its courses are well-designed to address the
ever-changing business needs. Besides doctoral level fellowship
and management development programs, NITIE’s postgraduate courses include:
 Industrial Engineering
 Industrial Management
 Industrial Safety and Environmental Management
 Project Management
 Manufacturing Management
 Executive Program in Visionary Leadership
for Manufacturing (VLFM)
The innovation centre or ‘Mind to Market Centre’ hosts industry experience-related technologies and facilities, for students to create successful prototypes. It incorporates ergonomics, human psychological needs, new materials and processes.
NITIE’s placement track record is impressive! 2017 being one
of the best with a high percentage of students placed in round
one.
It features in the top engineering and B-school rankings in
India: Ranked 12th in NIRF 2017 rankings by HRD Ministry of
India, ranked 24th overall and 4th in operations in Economic
Times, school ranking 2017 and 13th in the BT MDRA Survey,
in 2017.
Located in the heart of India’s commercial hub of Mumbai,
in the lap of nature, a serene atmosphere and yet with close
linkages with the industry!
For more information log on to :
http://www.nitie.edu/

TOP EMERGING B SCHOOLS
INSTITUTE/B SCHOOL
Delhi School of Business, Delhi

RANK
1

INSTITUTE/B SCHOOL
CMS Business school, Bangalore

RANK
5

GD Goenka University, Gurgaon

2

Athena School Of Management, Mumbai

6

Aditya Institute of Management Studies and Research, Mumbai

2

IIM Indore, Mumbai Campus, Navi Mumbai

7

Sir M Visvesvaraya Institute of Management Studies, Mumbai

3

Jagran Lakecity University, Bhopal

8

Rajalakshmi School of Business (RSB), Chennai

9

Sanskriti University (School of Management & Commerce), Mathura 4

TOP 30 INSTITUTES - BASED ON PERCEPTION ONLY
List of institutes with high perceptual score but did not submit fact sheet (Alphabetical order)
INSTITUTE/B SCHOOL

INSTITUTE/B SCHOOL

Acharya Institute of Management and Sciences
Amrita School of Business
Bharathidasan Institute of Management

Bangalore

Institute of Management - Christ University

Bangalore

Coimbatore

Institute of Management - Nirma University

Ahmedabad

Tiruchirapalli

Birla Institute of Technology & Science (BITS Pilani)

Pilani

Department of Industrial and Management Engineering

Kanpur

Department of Management Sciences - University of Pune
Department of Management Studies
Faculty of Management Studies - University of Delhi

Pune
Roorkee

Institute of Management Study
Institute of Management Technology
Jamnalal Bajaj Institute of Management Studies
Lal Bahadur Shastri Institute of Management
Loyola Institute of Business Administration

Delhi

MICA

FORE School of Management

Delhi

Narsee Monjee Institute of Management Studies

Goa Institute of Management

Sanquelim

IMT

Nagpur

Kolkata
Ghaziabad
Mumbai
Delhi
Chennai
Ahmedabad
Mumbai

National Institute of Agricultural Extension Management Hyderabad
NIET Business School
Prestige Institute of Management and Research

Greater Noida

Indian Institute of Management

Ahmedabad

Indian Institute of Management

Lucknow

Symbiosis Centre for Information Technology

Pune

Indian Institute of Management

Bangalore

Symbiosis Institute of International Business

pune

Indian Institute of Management

Ranchi

Symbiosis Institute of Operations Management

CMYK

Indore

Nashik
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BUSINESS EDUCATION THAT’S
COMMITTED TOWARDS EXCELLENCE

G

THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS GALGOTIAS UNIVERSITY

lobally the world of business is in a
state of flux. Change is the new constant. With new rules replacing old
ones with diurnal consistency, it’s imperative
that the focus of education that will prepare
new leaders for excellence in the world of business must also change. The need of the hour is
to establish a values-driven education system
that empowers its students to strive in this
highly volatile and challenging environment.
At the Galgotias University School of Business, this is the basic premise that designs and
drives all rigours of management education.
The School’s singular vision is to develop people
and ideas that will transform 21st century problems into opportunities and in turn, will create
unequalled value for business and society.
The school inherits its relentless endeavour
towards excellence from the university it is a
part of and that has, over the years, emerged
as one of the most premier universities in
North India. The university has been conferred
with the ‘Best Brand in Academics Excellence
and Placements Award" by Shri Akhilesh Yadav, Hon'ble Ex-Chief Minister of Uttar
Pradesh, conducted by a reputed electronic
media. It is also among a handful Indian universities that has been conferred by QS, the
world’s leading university ranking organisation, with five stars - the top-ranking, for teaching and facilities.
More recently, Galgotias University was
ranked No.2 for the year 2017 at the all India
level in Times Engineering Survey “Top
Emerging Private Institutes”. It has also secured All India 3rd position in another nationwide survey conducted by a reputed media
house in the category of “Top 10 Promising
Colleges”. The university has also received an
award for excellence in academics and placement which was presented to Shri Dhruv
Galgotia, CEO, Galgotias University, by Shri
Subramaniam Ramadorai, Ex-Advisor to the
Prime Minister of India in the National Council for Skill Development, Govt. of India.
Carrying forward the legacy of top awards
garnered by the university, the School of Business at Galgoatias University has also been
securing top credentials across prestigious
surveys. It has been recognised among top 3 B
schools by the Times B School ranking,
conducted in February, 2017. It has
been ranked among
the top B schools in
India by

reputed surveys conducted by several other
national media. These consistent prestigious
rankings are but the result of Galgotias unequivocal focus on innovative methods of teaching through industry-led interface underpinned by appropriate facilities ranging from
world-class infrastructure, futuristic curriculum, and top placement opportunities to business incubation facilities.
At the helm of this focused quest for excellence in the Galgotias University School of
Business is its illustrious faculty. The inspired
faculty consists of domain leaders with proven track records who are passionate about
mentoring the future leaders. This brilliant
pool of mentors has been sourced from eminent institutions in India and across the world.
And they bring along the required diversity
that enables their students to prepare for the
constant change that affects the world of business, daily. The vision is to create a union of
the best of industry and academics, and as put
succinctly by Suneel Galgotia, Chancellor,
Galgotias University, “To ensure that learning
in classrooms remains effective across the
world”.
Students of the School also have the unique
opportunity to imbibe the nuances of global
business through the numerous tie-ups of the
School with several leading global universities
like Purdue University, USA; University of
Arkansas, Fayetteville, USA; Kent State University, Ohio, USA; Northern Illinois University, USA; Goethe University, Frankfurt, Germany; and Chifley Business School, Australia
among others. The learning experience at the
School is truly a unique experience wherein
the pedagogy and curriculum is project based,
and consists of country specific case studies.
Elucidating upon the Galgotias’ principle of
pedagogy, Dr. Sadananda Prusty, Dean, School
of Business, Galgotias University, states, “The
inclusive learning approach adopted at Galgotias simply imitates the world of business.
It’s the education system that prepares students
for the world of business right here in the University itself.”
In fact, the curriculum developed and adhered to by Galgotias is truly a unique one. The
constantly changing curriculum is designed
basis inputs from the real
world of business

and prepares its students for the fast-paced
world of innovation, entrepreneurship and
global enterprises. Here the learning process
is not just limited to the classrooms only. Rather learning at the School pays equal emphasis
to lectures and tutorials, as well as seminars,
presentations, intensive workshops and extensive field work. While the flexible credit system,
allows students to take advantage of diverse
educational offerings and enhance their thinking quotient while simultaneously pursuing
their own primary and secondary academic
interests.
This enabling learning process also extends
young entrepreneurs among students the opportunity to kick-start their own start-ups. The
incubator at the Galgotias University School
of Business provides future business leaders a
springboard to launch their business. In fact,
the Galgotias Centre for Technology Innovation
& Incubation (GCTII) has been established in
association with MSME Ministry, Govt. of India, with the sole motto of fostering an environment of entrepreneurial transformation. It
strives to transform and promote innovative
skills and business ideas. The incubator is committed to produce a pool of proficient start-ups
who in turn contribute to equitable and wide
spread social development.
No wonder, bolstered with such a robust
learning process the students of the school are
exceptionally sought after when it comes to
placement. These students are inducted at
some of the leading corporate across sectors
such as Idea Cellular Ltd., Future Retail Ltd.,
Jet Airways (India) Ltd., Jaro Education Pvt.
Ltd., ICICI Securities Ltd., Ceasefire Industries
Ltd., Naukri.Com, Tommy Hilfiger, Transport
Corporation of India, Axis Securities Ltd., and
Just Dial Ltd. among many others. Over the
years, the packages offered to these students
have also been burgeoning. In fact, today many
a Galgotians are occupying top positions at
several leading companies. In the words of
Bharat Rishi, Hiring Manager, Tommy Hilfiger,
“I am delighted with student’s quality and hospitality of campus. Look forward for an extended collaboration.” And he is not the only
one to rate these young Galgotians so highly.
Kishtij Shukla, Manager-HR, WWF-India also
seconds his views wholeheartedly.
But the school is not resting on its laurels.
It’s committed to keep making changes happen.
It’s committed to stay relevant and, in turn,
nurture the next league of leaders who will
shape the future of the world of business. It’s
committed towards attaining holistic excellence.

For more information visit:
http://www.galgotiasuniversity.edu.in

Creating leaders with
global mindset & high
ethical values
Industry-centric
curriculum, global
tie-ups, and experiential
learning makes the PGDM
program at DSIMS the
most preferred option

D

urgadevi Saraf Institute of Management Studies (DSIMS) ranking amongst the top private Bschools of India is promoted by the
prestigious Rajasthani Sammelan Education Trust that has done unmatched
service in the field of education since
1948. Established in the year
2010 with a vision to be one of
the preferred B-schools in India by developing socially sensitive business professional
with a global mindset, DSIMS
aims at creating a culture of
academic excellence with an
emphasis on social sensitivity.
DSIMS offers industry centric programs like, AICTE approved 2 year fulltime Post
Graduate Diploma in Management (PGDM)with specialization in Financial Manage-

Planning for Women (DEW), Management Development Program (MDP) &
Faculty Development Programs (FDP).
In order to prepare students as global
leaders, DSIMS has partnered with several universities of international repute
for student exchange, faculty exchange
and research collaboration. A few of
such global quests include, University
ment, Human Resource Manageof East London; ESSCA, France; Norment, Marketing Management
thumbria University, England; and the
and Operations Management; 2 most latest; 150 years old Ottawa Univeryears fulltime Masters in Mansity of Kansas. Last May 2017, fifteen
agement Studies (MMS).
PGDM students of DSIMS were selected
“The progressive educational
on the basis of merit for an eight weeks
values and skills imparted
Study Abroad Program, in this presby DSIMS will help stutigious university.
dents to develop into corSome of the top tier companies
porate leaders of tomorparticipating in placements at
row”, says MahavirDSIMS include L&T Infotech,
prasad G Saraf.
Mahavirprasad
Citigroup, Standard Chartered
Apart from the above
G. Saraf,
Bank, Thomson Reuters, Deutsch
mentioned full time cours- Main Donor,
Bank, ITC Wills Lifestyle, Oil &
es, DSIMS runs some of the
DSIMS
Natural Gas Corporation (ONGC),
short term courses & proRaymond, Times of India, Havels,
grams for the business/working profes- L&T Auto,to name a few. The highest
sionals, like - Executive program in
placement package offered to their stuManagement (EPM), Family Managed
dents in 2017 was Rs.7 lakhs per annum.
Business Administration (FMBA), DiAt DSIMS, they nurture students to
ploma in Entrepreneurship & Business
become business leaders who can act
wisely in a hyper competitive
business ecosystem and become global sensitive leaders
of tomorrow.
No wonder they aim at:
"We Create Leaders"

BEYOND
PLACEMENTS:
GROOMING CORPORATE-READY
PROFESSIONALS IN THE ISME CLASSROOM
HOW EXPERIENTIAL
LEARNING IS INCORPORATED
THROUGH PERSONAL GLOBAL
EXPERIENCE OF FACULTY AT
THIS TOP BANGALORE
B-SCHOOL.

“Placements are a B-school students’ number one concern, but
there is more to management
education than just that. Getting your dream job is just the
start. But how you perform and
add value is where ISME comes
in,” says Vivek Garg, Director
of the International School of
Management Excellence. The
institute believes that deeper
ties with the corporate world
are absolutely essential for the
young professionals to do justice to their new role. This approach comes from the strong

linkages to the corcorporate world. “It
porate world that
was during my
the senior leadertime with GE Mediship of the institute
cal and other simihas. Its directors,
lar companies that
principal and all
I realized that while
f a c u l t y h ave
classroom learning
worked at leading
is important, it
global companies
must be supplelike Deloitte Con- Vivek Garg, BE (NIT), mented by realsulting, Booz Allen, MBA (Purdue
world skills and
Citi-Bank, HSBC, University)
knowledge that
Ocwen, Gallup Con- Director ISME
help the young prosulting, Minrad and
fessional perform”,
some have lived in
shares Vivek. This
countries like USA, Sweden, insight led the ISME team to
UK, Indonesia prior to their create the Placement Oriented
stint at ISME.
Value Added Term (PoVAT), a
Take Vivek Garg for instance
mini-semester focused on soft
– after his Engineering Degree skills, Six-Sigma Green Belt
from a leading NIT, he pursued from KPMG, and project manan MBA from Purdue Univer- agement skills. Further, as a
sity, USA before entering the part of “Experiential Learn-

For more details contact:
Durgadevi Saraf Institute
of Management Studies
RSET Campus, SV Road,
Malad (West),
Mumbai – 400 064
022-66812311; 9004444059/69
Website :
www.rset.edu.in/dsims

ing” also known as ECube (Explore, Experience, Excel) at
ISME almost all course projects
are designed so that students go
to various sectors and learn and
implement the theories learned
in class. In addition, students at
ISME are part of an open corporate culture with a transparent open-door policy that makes
faculty accessible to students in
a professional environment.
The corporate-like discipline on
campus ensures that the students are prepared for the competitive work environment.
This focus has been the differentiator for the over 1000 ISME
alumni who are working in top
MNCs across the world.
ISME has opened applications for the 2-year fulltime
AICTE approved PGDM program, the one year Executive
PGDM and the BBA from Bangalore University.
For more information on
its courses, placement
opportunities and campus
life, visit www.ISME.in, or
contact 8880612345.

Can management education
really transform lives and careers?
The right PGDM/MBA
program choice is critical to
transformative success

I

t’s obvious to see that management
education has become a commodity
in India, with over 4000 business
schools churning out hundreds of thousands of postgraduates every year. This
has led to a dilution of the masters qualification. Recruiters are wary of hiring
just any PGDM/MBA graduate. Aspiring
students should be more careful in choosing a masters program that meets their
needs.
The issue is that management programs treat all students the same, regardless of education background, skill or
knowledge levels. An engineer has more
exposure to quantitative skills than a
BBA or B.COM student. In turn, BBA
students have more exposure to management subjects. Similarly, management
programs don’t consider that
students may have differing
English levels, general
knowledge and other soft
skills.
At ITM Business School, they been
focused on solving these issues in their
PGDM program. ITM has developed a
unique, game-changing PGDM program,
called ITM PGDM iConnect, which refocuses business education on practical
knowhow, industry experience and professional development. The ITM PGDM
iConnect program is an AICTE approved,
2 year, full-time post-graduate diploma in
management, equivalent to an MBA program.
The faculties at ITM Business School
have completely redesigned the ITM
PGDM program, literally from the first
day-first-class, right up to convocation.
Starting with revising and re-designing
all the subjects with a focus on the skillsets students need for the next 10 years,
to the unique ‘iConnect Core’, an extended industry internship, an integral part
of the learning experience. Realizing that recruiters highly
value attitude and aptitude, ITM has transformed pre-placement
training into a 2 year
long training program
called TALEWIND, that
gives its students a competitive edge in final
placements.
Students who choose the
ITM PGDM iConnect are presented
with a course that accounts for their existing levels of proficiency. Alongside the
management syllabus, special focus is
given to English communication, business knowledge, and personal develop-

ment throughout the 2 year journey. “No
one gets left behind”, says Manisha
Sinha, Head of TALEWIND. “Our trainers work individually with students to
identify their core weakness and build
them up.”
ITM’s philosophy in redesigning its
PGDM program is “to build it backwards” according to chairperson Dr. P.V.
Ramana. “We’ve mapped the knowledge
& skillsets our graduates will need over
the next 5 to 10 years in their careers.
These competencies have been built into
the program, starting with specialization
subjects, to the internship, professional
development and business fundamentals
taught as part of the foundation course”,
shares Dr. P.V. Ramana.

8 REASONS WHY ITM’S PGDM
ICONNECT PROGRAM IS TRANSFORMING STUDENTS AND THEIR
CAREERS
1. GET YOUR BASICS RIGHT :

The ITM PGDM iConnect
program starts with a foundation course, which helps
students from different
graduate streams get caught up on the
basic subjects required of all management students. From quantitative techniques to accounting and finance, the
foundation course makes getting up-tospeed easy.

2. BECOME A SPECIALIST :

tial hard skills, general knowledge and
soft skills to help students become articulate, knowledgeable and confident professionals. It culminates in intensive preplacement training, to help students
succeed in final placements.

5. AWAKEN YOUR INNER HUMAN:

Social responsibility is not just a feelgood thing at ITM, they take CSR and ISR
very seriously. That’s why every student
takes up a one month NGO project, working directly to support social causes and
understanding how charitable organizations work and how their work changes
the lives of millions.

6. FOCUS ON WHAT MATTERS:

ITM faculties take up the challenging
task of constantly revising and enriching
the courses delivered in the ITM PGDM
program. Each year, they review
the state of various industries
and the global economy and
change course content to focus
on what matters to business professionals today.

Students choose their specializations in the first year itself.
This enables ITM faculties to deliver more specialization subjects
than a standard PGDM program.
7. START YOUR CAREER WITH
This is essential, as the required
knowledge in each field is vast, Scan For Info
THE BEST COMPANIES
and students can become specialOver 650 companies visit
ists in their chosen field.
ITM’s campuses each year for
final placements. Some of India’s biggest
3. GET REAL INDUSTRY EXPERIENCE:
2-month summer projects are old- companies, and even global giants are
school. The ITM PGDM iConnect features regular campus recruiters. With the best
a 5 month full-time, paid industry intern- brands and challenging job profiles on
offer, ITM students get a wide choice of
ship. Students get hands-on work experience in top companies, handling career starts.
business operations, strategy
and research projects.
Aided by faculty mentors, teams of students
work and learn directly
from industry. Many
students get a PPO (Preplacement Offer) from
their internship companies.

4. EVOLVE INTO A
PROFESSIONAL :

Over 200 hours of personal and professional development coursework are integrated throughout the 2 year program.
This innovative course combines essen-

ITM Business School 2017
placements:
Highest package: Rs. 15 lacs pa
Average: Rs. 7 lacs pa
8. BUILD A NETWORK FOR A LIFETIME

With thousands of Alumni in virtually every top company, becoming an ITM
PGDM graduate has value beyond the 2
years spent studying. ITM students get
plugged into a vast network of ITMites,
which will help them progress in their
careers.
For more information contact:
1800 209 9727

“LEARNING PROCESS CONTINUES
EVEN OUTSIDE THE CLASSROOM”
Institute of Business Management aims to create future leaders

W

hile some students find a
right way to fulfill their
dreams, a majority of them
find it difficult to choose the right
career option after graduation. The
confusion in choosing the right career
option is natural. In this regard, MBA
has become one of the premier programmes which provides a very good
option to students from every background. GLA University Mathura,
since its inception in 2010, has understood this aspect well and has earmarked its MBA programme as one
of its pioneering initiatives in the
field of professional management
education.
Under the aegis of the university, the programme is run by
Institute of Business Management.
In MBA a trimester system is followed which is at par with leading
B-schools in India as well as
abroad. The trimester structure
enables fast paced learning of
more number of subjects in a short
span of two years. The programme
offers a myriad of electives such as
Operation Management, Strategy
&
Technology
Management,
Development Management, Retail
Management,
Marketing
Management, Human Resource
Management, Finance Management,
Supply Chain Management, Banking,
Business Analytics and Information
Technology Management which gives
numerous avenues to its students to
opt for a specialization of their choice.
This MBA program offers a unique
blend of classroom and non-classroom methods of education. The aim
is to create knowledge and influence

practice by combining original
research and thought, innovative pedagogy and proactive industry engagement. The programme provides a flexible and challenging environment to
students so that they can pursue
excellence in their chosen area of
interest.
The benchmark for the popularity
of any course is its placement. In this
regard too, the programme has carved
niche for itself. In the past years, the
students of the programme have
found their calling in corporates with
such
illustrious
names
as
Simpaenergy, Justdial, policybazaar,

Airtel, HDFC Sales, Bajaj Capital,
Trivani Almirah Pvt. Ltd., Om
Logistics Ltd, TCIEXPRESS, Vivo and
many more. The programme fosters
sharpening of skills and enhancement of knowledge base in students
with the help of case studies, live projects, internship reports, software like
SPSS, turnitin, access to online repository like Emerald Insight, etc. By
this, GLA, IBM department puts best
efforts to enhance research acumen in
the students so that they can be well
prepared for critically solving their

CMYK

business problems. The corporate
interactions including corporate supported projects undertaken by the
students under faculty supervision is
considered ‘unique’, in the sense, that
it provides a close hands-on-experience to students as part of their curriculum. Contemporary learning
tools such as NPTEL and MOOCs are
also made available to them, so as to
ensure that the learning process continues even outside the classroom.
Institute of Business Management
aims to create future leaders who
manage and create powerful and
robust organizations in the emerging
corporate landscape. Academic as
well as corporate rigour is reflected in the course design which
makes it a more dynamic programme. The students are prepared to develop a holistic business perspective which helps them
in seizing every possible opportunity in their dynamic and competitive environment. The faculty
members teaching the course are
well-qualified, having an astute
perspective towards professional
managerial education at the postgraduate level. They provide students with
a perfect blend of industry-academic
experience. Thus, at GLA-IBM commitment towards creating value education for developing a vibrant community of leaders can be sensed.
For more details contact17 Km. Stone,
NH#2, Mathura-Delhi Highway,
PO Chaumuha,
Mathura - 281 406
Mobile : +91-9927064017,
8171568270
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PDP and soft skills lectures

held for grooming students

Training & Placement Cell

regularly updates students
about job opportunities and
skills required by the industry
 Summer training and final
research projects are a part of
curriculum to make the students well-versed with research
Initiatives undertaken by the
Training & Placement Cell to
make the students industryready (employable) such as
Creating Employ-ability Skills:
Campus Business Park - More
than five companies have chosen MMU campus Business
Park as a way to grow in today's
environment
Pre & Post placement Counseling/Mentoring
Technical Skills training program
Quantitative and verbal aptitude training program
Soft skills and Personality Development:
A six months soft-skills and personality
development training program to improve the presentation skills, writing
skills and assertiveness of the students
Industrial visits are organized for the
students to get the industry exposure
Two annual inter college cultural and
technical fests, Universumm and Digibration are organized to create the platform for the students showcasing their
inner talents
For more details contact;
Maharishi Markandeshwar
(Deemed to be University),
Ambala - Yamunanagar Highway,
Mullana - Ambala, 133-207 (Haryana)
Toll-free No. 1800-2740-240
www.mmumullana.org

An Integrated and Management
Oriented Education
“THINK SUCCESS THINK MMU”

M

M Institute of Management
(MMIM) is a premier B-school
that was founded in the year
2003, under the flagship of the Maharishi
Markandeshwar deemed to be University.
Since its inception, the institute is producing leaders for the corporate world. Due
to its commendable contribution to the
corporate world, the institute has
been consistently rated high by
various leading magazines.
MMIM has been recognized &
approved by All India Council for
Technical Education (AICTE),
New Delhi.
The vision of the MMIM is to prepare
students with an integrated and management oriented education for the overall
sustainability and development of the
society. Continuous efforts are made to
achieve this by enhancing the student
creative learning by building management aptitude, inculcating the interpersonal and leadership skills for the inte-

grated development of the student, emphasizing the comprehensive preparation
for career growth opportunities to achieve
success in future, ensuring advancement
in the teaching methods through innovative learning, use of modern ICT tools &
techniques, industry interactions, live
projects and case studies & providing
value education along with the management skills to imbibe the importance of
social responsibility and sustainability.

ACTIVITIES AT MMIM

 Faculty members regularly

publish research papers in
various national and international journals & participate in
various national/ international seminars
in and across the region
Students are offered with the CBCS
(Choice based Credit Scheme) & various
MOOC courses, in which the students
can take the courses of their choice in
various interdisciplinary disciplines for
the overall development of the students
Frequent expert talks by industry professions conducted for students

Centre of Excellence in Management Education
International School of Management Patna,
focuses on employability skills in students

G

iving true value to management
studies at Patna, in Bihar, International School of Management Patna was
established the year 2010, set on 3 acres
with the state-of-the-art infrastructure.
The spacious, Wi-Fi enabled classroom,
well equipped with multimedia facility,
maintained grounds, playing fields,
sporting amenities and impressive buildings reveal the passion for excellence at
ISM Patna. The vision-‘to develop centre
of excellence in management education,
research and training’ rightly determines the key responsibility of the institution. Guided by the philosophy of the
five elements of nature, which rejuvenates innovative thinking in the areas of

teaching, learning, research and training
are pivotal to making students knowledgeable, skillful and employable.
ISM Patna helps the students to improve their personality, enhance communication skills and build
a positive, progressive
global outlook through
numerous programmes,
activities and counseling.
The curriculum is well
crafted keeping into consideration the
need of the students as well as corporates
where these students aspire to begin their
career. Regular seminars and conferences, bi-monthly industry interface
through industrial visits, alumni interaction sessions and corporate interview process, instill business
etiquette along with corporate
responsibility.
With unswerving focus on
providing quality education,
ISM Patna has appointed the
best and well experienced fac-

W

ulty who have both academic and industry exposure to guide students, engage
their minds and drive their perspective.
Through case study or simulation activities, real life experiences are shared.
Along with this, members do create
regular and systematic opportunities for
students to interact with a broad range
of industries and service sectors.
ISM Patna established
Center of Excellence to
train and build up students’
employability skills. They
are trained by the veteran
industry experts to hone
their corporate skills through understanding and business models, live projects and summer internship. These help
to finally get placement in reputed and
well-organized companies, which is the
dream of every student of PGDM.
For further details contactISM Patna Campus
Sarari –Usri Road, Khagual, Patna
(5 Km from Patna Airport)
Mob:- +91-9304689199 /
+91-9308885505
Website:- www.ismpatna.ac.in /
Email :- admission@ismpatna.ac.in

GREEN LEAFY VEGETABLES

Green leafy vegetables are rich in
Vitamin B complex, Vitamin C, Vitamin
E and Magnesium all of which are
important for proper functioning of our
nervous system. Vitamin B is essential
in the process of synthesizing and circulating neurotransmitters, which are
brain chemicals that regulate heartbeat,
respiration and digestion. Magnesium
helps in calming the nerves. Vitamin E
and C acts as anti-ageing for the nervous
system.

FISH

Nerves are protected by myelin
sheaths, which contain very high level
of fatty acid. So, people who are deficient
in fatty acids may suffer from damage of
the nerves. Fish has Omega 3 fatty acid
and thus helps in healing of the nerves
and nervous system.

DARK CHOCOLATE

Not all chocolates are manufactured
equally. In fact, 70 per cent of chocolates
available in the market are highly processed and barely have any benefits.
Dark chocolates are full of flavonols
which have anti-inflammatory and antioxidant property. These properties help
to lower the blood pressure and improve
the blood flow, to both brain and heart.
Skip milk and white chocolates and go
for a minimally processed dark choco-

mance.
Salmon is a rich source of
omega 3 which can strengthen the
brainpower. According to a
research conducted at the
University of Pittsburgh, adults
under the age of 25 who increased
their omega-3 intake over six
months improved their test scores,
measuring the working memory.

AVOCADOS

late with at least 70 percent of cocoa.
This will ensure that you get its brain
benefits!

BROCCOLI

Broccoli is rich in Vitamin K which is
known to improve brain power and cognitive skills. Many studies have reported
that because broccoli is rich in a compound called glucosinolates which can
slow the breakdown of the neurotransmitter, acetylcholine, which the central
nervous system needs to perform its
function properly, keeps our brain and
memory sharp. Low levels of acetylcholine are linked with Alzheimer's.

EGGS

A study conducted at Boston
University tracked 1400 healthy adults
for 10 years who consumed eggs daily,
and the results found that regular egg
intake resulted in better performance on
some memory tests.
Eggs are rich in choline and B vitamin. When you consume eggs, the choline in them is used by the brain to make
acetylcholine, a neurotransmitter that is
important for memory and communication among brain cells.

SALMON

As we have already mentioned, omega
3 fatty acid has an important role to play
in cognitive functioning. According to
New York Times, Journal neurology, low
level of omega 3 fatty acid is linked with
smaller brain volume and
poor mental perfor-

I

ISB&M PUNE: An equal opportunity to learn and aspire

nternational School of Business &
Media (ISB&M) offers world class
management education to develop
and groom well-rounded professionals
who could work and excel professionally
in a global environment. Established in
the year 2000, the institute has managed
to be amongst the top 2% B-schools in
India in terms of education & career
building within a span of 18 years, with
campuses in Pune, Kolkata & Bangalore.
ISB&M Pune, rated as the most preferred B-school in Pune and ranked in top
30 B-schools of India by recruiters and
students, offers AICTE approved career
oriented PGDM.
ISB&M is spearheaded by Dr. Pramod
Kumar, a Ph.D. from IIT Mumbai, formerly with IIM- A, XLRI, SIBM Pune &
consultant to over 80 companies, attracts
best of the faculty with reputed academ-

President, AVP , Director with best
MNCs .
“ISB&M is a community defined by
three core qualities”
 We inspire and
share success
We think fearlessly
We drive total transformation

ic credentials and experience from top institutes such as IIMs,
XLRI, SP Jain, FMS,
NMIMS and top organisations.

PLACEMENT &
CAREER:

Dr. Pramod Kumar
All the students
have an equal opportunity to learn and aspire to take their
careers to senior management levels in
No words can describe my
India and abroad including US, UK, Euheartfelt gratitude towards
rope & Singapore. ISB&M has a well-esISB&M for providing me a
tablished placement process with stuplatform to unleash
dents getting placed in major companies
my skills and compelike Airbus, Asian Paints, Bausch &
tencies. To get a PPO
Lomb,Credit Suisse,Deloitte, Dun & Bradfrom Dun &
street, Honeywell, ITC Infotech, Philips,
Bradstreet as a
Raymond, Standard Chartered Bank,
LG,Whirlpool etc. with average salary
Financial Analyst
ranging between 7.6-16 LPA CTC for
was a dream come
both fresher’s and with experience.
true. I would sincerely thank

ALUMNI CAREER:

Career successes of alumni inspire
students to set their ambition to compete with best MBAs globally. Over
8050 alumni are performing exceedingly well in different parts of the
country and abroad, several of whom
are serving as Sr. Vice President ,Vice

Industry Oriented Education

Top 10 foods for brain and nervous system
e all know eating healthy is
important for our mental
and physical well being.
But sometimes our bodies require
some specific nutrients to be more
active and healthy. Brain being a
part of our body also requires some
important nutrients to function
properly. Here we bring to you a list
of foods that will help you improve
the functioning of your brain and
nervous system, especially the gray
matter.

A BUSINESS SCHOOL THAT POSITIONS YOU
IN A MANNER THAT YOU GROW IN CAREER

Rich in both Vitamin K and
folate, avocados help prevent blood clot
in the brain and thus protects you from
stroke. Apart from that, avocados also
help to improve memory and concentration. The best thing about avocados is
they have the highest protein and lowest
sugar content as compared to any other
fruit.

ALMONDS

Almonds have high levels of brainhealthy omega-3 fatty acids and lots of
brain-protecting vitamin E just like the
salmon fish.

PUMPKIN SEEDS

Pumpkin seeds are an excellent
source of magnesium, copper, iron, and
zinc. Apart from all this, pumpkin seeds
contain powerful antioxidants that protect the body and brain from free radical
damage.
Magnesium is essential for learning
and memory and low magnesium levels
are linked to many neurological diseases, including migraines, depression and
epilepsy. Your brain uses copper to help
control nerve signals. And when copper
levels are out of whack, there's a higher
risk of neurological disorders, such as
Alzheimer's. Zinc is crucial for nerve
signaling and its deficiency has been
associated with many neurological conditions, including Alzheimer's disease,
Parkinson's disease and depression.

NUTS

A study conducted in 2014 showed that
nuts can improve cognition skills and
even help prevent neurological disorder.
Also, another study found that women
who ate nuts regularly over the course
of several years had a sharper memory,
compared to those who didn't eat nuts at
all. There are several nutrients in nuts,
such as healthy fats, antioxidants, and
vitamin E, all of which are good for
brain health. Vitamin E shields cell
membranes from free radical damage
thus helps to slow the mental decline.
While all nuts are good for your brain,
walnuts are considered a better choice,
since they also contain omega-3 fatty
acids.

M

IT College of Management was established in the year 2007 to provide
quality education in management. Today,
industries are demanding skilled manpower in every field. India’s industry is
rapidly developing, and to develop them
as the techno-manager is the need of hour.
MIT College of Management includes
various sunrise sectors like Agri Business Management, Construction Management, Retail, Global Business Management and Executive MBA to working
professionals. MIT College of Management is a constituent unit (Department
of Business studies) of MIT ADT University.
MIT ADT University is a private state
university in Maharashtra.
The university is located on
lush green campus in Pune at
Raj-Baugh, a complete residential campus with all modern amenities
where everyone experiences divinity in
tranquility. In the very first year of its
existence, the campus was declared as the
“Best University campus of the year

2017”by ASSOCHAM.
The Core objective of the MIT College
of Management is to nurture young talent
in quality management education
along with the latest trend in technology as well as organization. At
MIT, they emphasis on providing
& nurturing the students for entrepreneurship & leadership management qualities along with
customer handling, managerial
& technology skills. Each session
is governed by highly qualified
faculties and Industry expert.
At MITCOM, student’s experience case
study based approach along with fieldwork, summer internship as well as industry sponsored projects. Needless to say,

TOP 20 NORTH B SCHOOLS
INSTITUTE/B SCHOOL

Dr. Pramod Kumar & all respected
faculties for their guidance.
— Sayak Chatterjee
Batch: 2016-18
For more information—
Call: 020 66754651 / 9766453899 or
Visit: www.isbm.ac.in

the special mentoring sessions, grooming
sessions , management development programs , conferences , internship along
with image building activities motivate
them to be tomorrows budding technomanagers. Each activity is governed by
the mentors to encourage and guide the
students.
Today, every business activity needs
global exposure. International study tours
make student aware of global practices.
Special sessions on yoga meditation teach
them to manage stress. In true sense, students are motivated to chase their dreams
confidently as a result of which the students of MIT College of management have taken higher positions
in leading organizations all over
India. It’s a moment of pride to all
the members of the MITCOM team
to see their talent absorbed by the
industry at leading positions and
becoming part of nation building.
For more details contact;
MIT College Of Management
MIT ADT University
Loni-Kalbhor, Pune- 412201
Contact Number: 9021080157
Email id:
admissions@mituniversity.edu.in

TOP 20 SOUTH B SCHOOLS
RANK

INSTITUTE/B SCHOOL

RANK

Management Development Institute, Gurgaon

1

Indian Institute of Management, Kozhikode

1

Indian Institute of Foreign Trade, Delhi

2

ICFAI Business School (IBS), Hyderabad

2

Amity Business School, Amity University, Noida

3

School of Management - SRM University, Chennai

3

Institute of Management Studies (IMS), Ghaziabad

4

SCMS Cochin School of Business, Cochin

4

Faculty of Management Studies, Manav Rachna
International University, Faridabad

5

Apeejay School Of Management, Delhi

6

Department of Management Studies - Indian Institute of
Technology, Chennai

5

Fortune Institute of International Business, Delhi

7

Indus Business Academy, Bangalore

6

VIT Business School, VIT University, Vellore

7

Institute of Public Enterprise, Hyderabad

8
9

GLA University, Institute of Business Management, Mathura 8
Galgotias University, School of Business, Greater Noida

9

Jagan Institute Of Management Studies, Rohini, Delhi

10

ITM Business School, Chennai

Sharda University, Greater Noida

11

Rajagiri Centre for Business Studies, Cochin

10

Jagannath International Management School, Kalkaji, Delhi 12

DC School of Management and Technology, Pullikkanam 11

Quantum School of Business, Roorkee

13

Hindustan University, School of Management, Chennai

Indian Institute of Management, Kashipur

14

International School of Management Excellence, Bangalore 13

Institute of Technology & Science, Ghaziabad

15

SRMS International Business School, Lucknow

16

Faculty of Management Science, Shri Ram Murti Smarak
College of Engineering & Technology, Bareilly
17
Kanpur Institute of Technology, Kanpur

18

Apeejay Institute of Management Technical Campus,
Jalandhar

19

Accurate Institute of Management & Technology,
Greater Noida

20

12

AIMS School Business (AIMS Institute), Bangalore

14

Nehru College of Management, Coimbatore

15

Gitam Institute of Management, Vishakhapatnam

16

Aurora Business School, Hyderabad

17

Indian Institute of Knowledge Management, Chennai

18

MS Ramaiah Institute of Management, Bangalore

19

Vignana Jyothi Institute of Management, Hyderabad

20

TOP 20 WEST B SCHOOLS

TOP 10 EAST B SCHOOLS

INSTITUTE/B SCHOOL

RANK

SP Jain Institute of Management and Research, Mumbai

1

Indian Institute of Management, Indore

2

Symbiosis Institute of Business Management, Pune

3

Symbiosis Centre for Management and Human Resource Development, Pune

4

Institute of Rural Management, Anand

5

Sri Balaji Society (BIMM, BITM, BIIB, BIMHRD), Pune

6

National Institute of Industrial Engineering (NITIE), Mumbai

7

ITM Business School, Mumbai

8

Pune Institute of Business Management (PIBM), Pune

9

SIES College of Management Studies, Mumbai

10

KJ Somaiya Institute of Management Studies and Research, Mumbai

11

Prin. LN Welingkar Institute of Management Development and Research, Mumbai

12

International School of Business & Media (ISB&M), Pune

13

Shailesh J Mehta School of Management-Indian Institute of Technology, Mumbai

14

MIT School of Management, Pune

15

Faculty of Management Studies - Maharaja Sayajirao University of Baroda, Vadodara 16
International Institute of Management Studies, Pune

17

Universal Business School, Mumbai

18

MIT School of Technology Management, Pune

19

Management Institute for Leadership and Excellence (MILE), Pune

20

TNN
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INSTITUTE/B SCHOOL

RANK

Indian Institute of
Management, Calcutta

1

XLRI - Xavier School Of
Management, Jamshedpur

2

Vinod Gupta School of
Management, Indian Institute
of Technology, Kharagpur
3
KIIT School of Management,
KIIT University, Bhubaneswar 4
Bengal Institute of Business
Studies, Kolkata

5

Gandhi Institute of
Management Studies,
Rayagada

6

Indian Institute of
Management, Shillong

7

Institute Of Management &
Information Science,
Bhubaneswar

8

International School of
Management, Patna

9

Department of Management
Studies, Indian School of Mines,
Dhanbad
10

5
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Moulding Managers for Worldwide Markets
FOUR DECADES OF
Suryadatta imparts quality
for holistic growth
EXCELLENCE IN EDUCATION education
and assured success in the

on student interests which leads to professional and personal grooming helping in
holistic growth of the students.

“MIT World Peace
University is ahead of time”

In conversation with Dr I K Bhat, Vice
Chancellor (Designate), MIT World Peace
University Excerpts –
Can you tell us about MIT World Peace University
(Formerly MIT Pune)?
MIT Pune is famous among the student,
parent and the corporate community at
large. With a humble beginning in the year
1983, MIT was
launched on the
principle of creating an institution
that nurtures students in every aspect, and transform them into
“winning personalities”. Today,
M I T- W P U i s
ahead of time and
is one of India’s
leading University with a track
record of educational excellence since four
decades.
Your views on Management education and how
different is MIT-WPU (MIT Pune)?
Management education in India has
evolved over the years and global thinkers
have time and again exhorted the need for
quality enhancement in it. MIT-WPU boasts
of being a new age business school that appreciates the need of global managers for
global business. It has been ranked among
top 50 in India by NIRF Survey 2017 by HRD

Ministry. The unique WPU Method follows
a continuously evolving learning pedagogy
backed by research, collaboration, technology, field studies, live projects and peace curriculum.

What does MIT-WPU lay emphasis on its MBA
programs?
We focus on developing versatile management professionals. The curriculum includes
essentials and principles of business analytics, organisation behaviour and core management subjects like marketing, finance,
HR, operations, information system with
an interdisciplinary
approach.
How is the spread of
institutions at MITWPU?
MIT-WPU (MIT
Pune) B-schools, MIT
School of Management, MIT School of
Business and MIT
School of Technology offer 12 management programs and they are MBA - General
Management, MBA - Marketing Management, MBA - Finance Management, MBA
Human Resources Management, MBA – Operations, MBA - Telecom Management, MBA
– Banking & Financial Services, MBA - International Business , MBA-Construction
and Project Management, MBA - Sports Management, MBA - Innovation and Entrepreneurship, and MBA - Lighting and Energy
Management.
For more details log on to
www.mitwpu.edu.in

Rising NPAs in education
loan add to banks' stress
E

ducation loans too
have started bleeding
the banking sector
with the default in repayment
rising to 7.67 per cent of the
outstanding amount at
March- end, 2017 from 5.7 per
cent two years ago.
As per the data compiled by
the Indian Banks' Association
(IBA), the total outstanding
education loan at end of the
fiscal 2016-17 was Rs 67,678.5
crore, of which Rs 5,191.72
crore was NPA.
The government is already
struggling to deal with the
problem of mounting NPA in
the public sector banks and

has drawn a mega recapitalisation plan to strengthen
them.
The IBA data revealed that
the non-performing asset
(NPA) in the segment in percentage of the total loan has
been constantly increasing.
The NPA was 5.7 per cent in
2014-15, which rose to 7.3 per
cent in the following fiscal
and further to 7.67 per cent in
the last financial year.
The government had earlier modified the IBA's Model
Education Loan Scheme with
a view to reduce the incidence
of NPAs in the segment.
The changes made in the

A B-school with an
industry oriented
approach
M

BA education is an important decision and one that
requires considerable
thought. Traditionally, MBA was an
option considered only after a few
years of work experience, with one
of the many tony business schools
in India.
In India, however, many freshers
opt for MBA right after their graduation and write management entrance exams in their final year of
graduation itself. A MBA education is for life and the aim of
every aspirant is to get a top MBA college which are considered
the holy grail of management education.

CHOOSING THE RIGHT B-SCHOOL

With only around 4,200 seats in all top colleges combined,
the competition is intense and the pressure high. Still, there
are many other institutes which offer top class management
education in India. One has to be careful though in
choosing the right college because it is a huge
investment both in terms of time (2 precious
years of early career) and money (Top Business Schools fees range between Rs 10 – 20
lakhs).

SOME OF THE POINTERS ONE HAS
TO LOOK OUT FOR DURING
SELECTING THE RIGHT MBA
SCHOOLS IN INDIA ARE –

 Academic Strength – Faculty profile, research and innovation measures as the industry
values a strong foundation in academics. MBA is not
just a ‘skills course’!

scheme include extension of
repayment period to 15 years
and the launch of credit guarantee fund scheme for education loan (CGFEL) for up to Rs
7.5 lakh.
The CGFEL provides guarantee to the extent of 75 per
cent of the defaulted loan.
As per the IBA data, stateowned Indian Bank accounted for the maximum education sector bad loan, amounting to Rs 671.37 crore as on
March 2017. It was followed by
the SBI (Rs 538.17 crore) and
Punjab National Bank (Rs
478.03 crore). NKD CS BAL
— PTI

INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL, FDP AND
CONFERENCES:

business world

Intellectual Capital is the main strength
of Suryadatta. They have experienced
dedicated faculties from all the fields,
some of which have extensive industrial
experience.
They conduct Faculty Development
Programs by the Industry Experts, Expert
Academicians & conferences at State/
National/International Level.

S

pread over a vast green campus with 2 lakh
sq ft built up facility at Bavdhan, Suryadatta
Institutes of Management (SIMMC/SIBMT)
located in Pune, is one of the most preferred choices
in India for students and professionals. Established
in 1999, the institute’s mission is to create multifaceted professionals in emerging disciplines, attuned
to rapidly evolving and a volatile global economy.
“The Vision of Suryadatta is to be a world class
centre of excellence in innovative learning, combining the best of Indian sensibilities with a western
outlook and to be rated as a premier education institute; offering contemporary education, using stateof-the art technology and spearheading high quality
research. We provide a vibrant atmosphere for industry-institute interface in the form of management
development programs, consultancy, applied research, internship tenures and event management,”
says Dr. Sanjay B. Chordiya, Founder President and
Chairman Suryadatta Education Foundation.

SURYADATTA RANKING & AWARDS:

 Suryadatta is ranked as “A+’ category, Top 50 Bschools in India for 16 consecutive years by the Leading National Surveys
Suryadatta has received ‘India Excellence Award
2017’ for Best Private Management Institute in Maharashtra jointly by Ministry of HRD, Govt. of India,
Department of Science & Technology Ministry of
Science & Technology Govt. of India, Digital India
Power to Empower, Start-up India, Make in India,
N.S.D.C. (National Skill Development Corporation)
Knowledge Partner and First Track India
AICTE CII Ranked Suryadatta Institute of Manage-

Suryans at Nashik-Ambad Industrial Cluster
ment & Mass Communication (SIMMC) in Platinum
category for consecutive three years (2015, 2016 & 2017)
The
The Institute has 2 records in the LIMCA
Book of Records for two consecutive
years
The
The Institute has received ‘Best
Placement Award for PGDM
Course’ in Pune by Prahlada
Kakkar, Advertising and Brand
Guru in 2013

ENTREPRENEURSHIP & PLACEMENTS:

Suryadatta provides exposure to students
through Industry Visits, Field Work, Mini
Projects and Entrepreneurship Development Programs. BSE Listed, NSE
Listed, Agro-based, selected fortune
500 companies visit the campus to
recruit the bright students. Students get opportunity in leading
national and international comCOURSE HIGHLIGHTS:
panies namely BNY Melon, InfoSuryadatta Institutes of Mansys, Cummins, eClerx, Media
agement (SIMMC/SIBMT) offer
Analysis IT, Syntel, Wipro, TCS etc.
AICTE approved & Savitribai Phule
Dr. Chordiya proudly claims, “The
Pune University affiliated two years
support and encouragement from the
full time MBA Program with 18 specialindustry, good performance of the
izations. Suryadatta also have AICTE Prof. Dr. Sanjay B. Chordiya, students and dedicated efforts of
approved PGDM Program with Dual Founder President &
staff have made us an institute of
Specialization which is recognized by Chairman, Suryadatta Group choice.”
Govt. of Maharashtra & Ministry of of Institutes
For details contact HRD, Govt. of India.
Patil Nagar, Bavdhan,
Pune 411 021
GROOMING & PERSONALITY
# 9881490036, 9763266829
DEVELOPMENT:
Email- admission@suryadatta.edu.in /
The energy of students is properly channelized
support@suryadatta.edu.in
towards participation in various activities depending
Website – www.suryadatta.org

Only 20% of students from B-schools
get job offers: Assocham
B

usiness schools are struggling hard for placements
with only 20 per cent students
landing job offers, making this placement year the most challenging in
recent times, according to Assocham.
The chamber observed
that job opportunities for
business school (B-school)
students are drying on
account of factors like
demonetisation, lacklustre
business sentiment and
stalling of new projects.
"Grim placement scenario is reflected in B-school
campus hiring this year
which has gone down
severely than last year
which was 30 per cent. The
salary packages which are
offered at B-schools and

engineering colleges are also being
curtailed by 40-45 per cent as compared to last year," Assocham said.
The Assocham Education Council
(AEC) said many parents and students are re-thinking on investing

HIGHLIGHTS

 Assocham has said only 20% of
business school graduates are
landing with jobs
 It said the jobs are drying on
account of factors like demonetisation, lacklustre business sentiment and stalling of new projects
 Salary packages offered at
B-schools and engineering colleges are also being curtailed by
40-45% compared to last year
three-four years and several lakhs in
a course. More than 400 institutions
have become defunct as they are not
getting enough students to be viable,
said the chamber.
As per its findings, a large number
of B-schools and engineering colleg-

 Alumni Network – Well-placed alumni reflect the status of
the institute, and beyond campus placements, it is the alumni
who can help foster and mentor your career
 Corporate Interface – It’s about simulated experiences,
schools need to participate in corporate competitions and have
a corporate presence on campus with lectures and seminars
 Placement History – This needs to show a clear growth
trajectory (especially in placement packages). A good indicator would also be lowest average salaries of last 100 students
as well as the profiles and sectors offered.
MISEB is synonymous
with Human Resource Management in India; with most
of its alumni performing
exceedingly well in the HR
domain. It is one of the finest
management institute in
India and has maintained a
consistently high rank, with
excellent placements every
year. This is the school to
aim for an outstanding career in HR.

PROGRAMMES
OFFERED

 PGDM Courses – PGDM
(General Management),
PGDM (Business Management), PGDM (Global Business Management), PGDM (Human Resource Management)
 FPM (Full Time and Executive) Executive Courses including MDP Programmes

FACILITIES & INFRASTRUCTURE

The completely residential, green, 40-acre campus in Karjat,
has separate accommodation for men and women. Sports facilities, gyms, a unique Behavioural Lab (to study human subjects and
create primary research on Human
resources) – you’ll find it all here.
Strong alumni, academic
strength, best return on investment – that’s how you can sum
up the ISB MBA experience. Offering an MBA certificate instead
of a PGDM certificate, this course
has a record of well-placed alumni.
However, what sets it apart from the
other top ten business schools in India
is the return on investment, it has the
lowest course fees – the annual fee for full
time MBA is only Rs. 10,480 per annum!

PROGRAMMES OFFERED

 MBA (Full-time & Executive – Evening
Programme), MBA – Executive HCA –
Health Care Administration
 Management Development Prog, Doctoral Programme
Students can avail the residential hostel
facilities available to the PG students.

ENTREPRENEURSHIP PROGRAMMES

The school runs entrepreneurship programmes in Mumbai and has a complete
university campus feel to it. The locational
advantage is immense and can bring in precious industry exposure.

HOW TO APPLY

ISEB has a unique admission process – an
international method of profile listing. Students are expected to fill out profiles with
essay questions and SOP, this is further
shortlisted with the help of CAT or GMAT
marks. After the shortlisting students are
called for a PI.
For more details call: 8655696125

es are not able to attract students.
More than 250 B-schools have already
closed down since 2015 in major cities including Delhi-NCR, Mumbai,
Bangalore, Ahmedabad, Kolkata,
Lucknow, Dehradun etc. Another 99
are struggling for their survival,
reveals the report.
The biggest reason for the gap is
the rapid mushrooming of tier-2 and
tier-3 management educational institutes that have unfortunately not
been matched by the uplift in the
quality of management education,
said the chamber. The root cause of
the problem is that institutes only
focus on filling up seats and do not
consider the quality of students at
the time of intake, it said.
Assocham has suggested to
improve the infrastructure, train
their faculty, work on industry linkages, and spend money on research
and knowledge creation and making
students employable rather than
employed.
—PTI

both for boys and girls.
Classrooms and computer labs are
well-equipped with modern teaching
aids. There is a rich library with wide
collection of reference books, text
books, national and international journals and digital resources. ASM has an
air-conditioned auditorium, an open air
amphitheatre and a 50-seater conference room.

MANAGEMENT AND FACULTY
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMMES

Centre of Excellence in
Business Education in India
Apeejay School of
Management, Dwarka,
New Delhi
Approved by AICTE,
Govt. of India

T

he Apeejay School of Management, duly recognised by the
AICTE since 1994 and internationally accredited by the Accreditation
Council for Business Schools & Programmes (ACBSP), USA since 2013, is
one of the premier business schools in
India. ASM is well-known for excellence
in quality management education and
business education in India.
In a span of just 25 years, the institute
has carved a niche for itself in the corporate and academic circles of the
country for its management programmes. Incorporation of latest
trends in course design and learning
methodologies, which are continuously
updated in line with the changing needs
of the industry and the development in
management sciences, is a key feature
of the institute.
The institute offers the renowned
Post Graduate Diploma in Management
(PGDM - recognized by AICTE). So far
23 batches of PGDM students have
passed out from the institute. Alumni
of ASM are well-placed in the corporate
world, some of them occupying senior
positions such as Chief Executive Officers, Senior Vice Presidents, Country
Heads, etc. in various companies in India and abroad. They are placed across

different industries such as FMCG,
banking and financial services, telecom, etc. in companies, viz. J&J, CSC,
ITC, Nestle, Philips and Amazon,
among many others. A good number of
alumni have also set up their own ventures after successful stints in the industry.
ASM has achieved excellent placements during the past 25 years. Some
of the key recruiters include companies
like Evalueserve, Johnson & Johnson,
Fidelity Investments, Kotak Life Insurance, IDBI Bank, WNS, Philips Lighting, ITC Limited and EY, to name a few.
ASM runs a curriculum which is
contemporary and directed specifically
to the needs of the industry. Teachinglearning processes are student-centric,
aiming at holistic development of the
students. Curricula design and delivery,
supplemented by a range of co-curricular activities, outbound programmes
and live projects not only provide the
latest domain knowledge but also inculcate the much-desired social sensitivity,
ethical orientation, and leadership
qualities among the students.

INFRASTRUCTURE AND
FACILITIES

ASM has a lush green Wi-Fi-enabled
campus spread over two acres. The institute is located in Dwarka, New Delhi,
near the domestic and international
airports. The campus is close to
Dwarka, Sector 9 - Metro Station. The
building houses over 20 classrooms,
seminar/conference halls, three libraries and cafeteria, among the other
needed facilities. ASM also provides
separate off-campus hostel facilities,

CMYK

The Institute has been working extensively on strengthening corporate
training and management development
programmes (MDPs) for the industry
in different critical areas like customer
loyalty, wealth advisory excellence,
managing interpersonal conflict, etc.
Customised training programmes have
also been organised by the institute for
organisations such as Maruti Suzuki,
HDFC Bank, etc.

CORPORATE LINKAGES

The Institute has strong collaboration with various organisations like
Netcarrot, India and ICICI Securities
to name a few. The collaborative endeavours include events like business plan
workshops, publications, joint research
projects, consultancy assignments, and
technical inputs through its faculty in
terms of knowledge resource-sharing
across disciplines.

INTERNATIONAL PARTNERS

With a vision to develop a strong
global connect, ASM has entered into
academic collaborations with leading
institutions and organisations: University of Philadelphia, USA, E.M. Normandie – Normandy Business School,
France, University of Ulster, UK, Quality Council of India, Marist College,
USA and National Entrepreneurship
Network, India, to name a few.

MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Consistently ranked among top private B-schools in India by various
rankings and ratings published in
leading publications
Accredited by Accreditation Council
for Business Schools and Programs
(USA)
Consistently good track record of
placements of graduating students

PROGRAMMES OFFERED:

Post Graduate Diploma in Management (PGDM) – Recognised by All India
Council for Technical Education
(AICTE)
 Accredited by ACBSP, USA
Member, AACSB International
The Institute presently offers the following six specialisation tracks: Marketing, Finance, Human Resources,
International Business, Information
Technology and Operation Management.
For more information,visit:
http://www.apeejay.edu/asm
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Interface for Job Readiness Effective Workforce for an

A

ditya Institute of Management
Studies and Research(AIMSR) is
an institute established to produce and nurture the latent talents and
inquisitive minds of students. In a short
span of six years, AIMSR has been
ranked as the “Top Emerging B-School
in Mumbai” and “the 2nd Emerging BSchool in the Country” by Times BSchool Survey, 2017. The institute also
won the “Best Institute in Training and
Placements in Maharashtra” at the National Maharashtra Education Summit
& Award. AIMSR conducts two year full
time MMS course accredited to Mumbai
University and two year full time PGDM
course affiliated to AICTE.
The state of the art infrastructure was
built that equates international standards. The campus has spacious studios,
classrooms, high end computer labs,
workshops, library, video-conferencing
facilities to conduct long distance courses, sports facilities and a conducive environment for faculty members and
students to perform and excel in their
careers.
AIMSR has been growing leaps and
bounds since its inception in 2011. This
coveted management institute has won
accolades not only from the students and
the academic fraternity but has also been
at the forefront in receiving awards from
the business schools surveys as well.
Several initiatives of AIMSR have
motivated the students to conduct activities such as Blood Donation Camp,
Thalassemia Awareness Drive, InterCollegiate Competitions and distribution
of essential goods to beneficiaries of
NGOs such as Rescue Foundation &
Asha Daan.
Activities such as inter collegiate festMetanoia & ADVAIT, management film
showcase, Innovation Summits and Entrepreneurial Awareness drives have
given the right momentum to propel the
managerial acumen of the student towards industry orientation.

merce- University of
Mumbai on February 16, 2018.
The 6th Innovation Summit & International Research
Conference on
“Strategy in a Digital
World” attempted to
discuss the various
opportunities and
challenges concerning the above theme.
Papers were presented from academicians, corporates,
research scholars
Abhay Deol presenting Times Education Icon award to
and students from
Dr. Nilay Yajnik, Director and Aditya Mishra, Trustee,
across the globe
Aditya institute of Management Studies and Research
based on the above
theme.
The academic year
The keynote speech at
2017-18 was filled with
the conference was given
sessions from indusby Dr.Lalit Kanodia ,
try stalwarts such as
Chairman Datamatics
Sachin Kelkar, Head,
Group and President IMC
APJ Developer and Partner Program,
Chambers of Commerce and Industry.
INTEL Corporation; Rakesh Dube, ReEminent personalities from various dosagit Solutions; Uday Prabhupatkar,
mains were present in this Conference.
GM, Tecnimont; Larry Carver, Founder
Prof. Mohan Tanniru, Professor of MIS,
& CEO, Larry Carver & Associates, USA;
Oakland University, Michigan, USA renJudy Johnson, Coach & Trainer, Canada;
dered his speech via the internet. Dr.
Mahesh Narvekar, Chief Officer, DisasKrishna Sudhir, Global Vice President,
ter Management Unit MCGM; Melvin
Abbott Labs Inc, USA and Consulting
Mathias, VP-HR, Alliance Tire CompaProfessor, Stanford University; Gregny; Vandana Shejwal, VP-HR, Daiwa
gory R. Garrett, Founder- CGS Advisors
Portfolio Management Advisory; Devenalso delivered their valuable speech for
dra Mishra, Co-Founder, E-Cognosys;
the Conference.
Ravi Kadam, Co-founder, Cashless TechThe Conference had notable speakers.
nologies India Ltd; Rajan Janjani, Sr.
To name a few, Dr. Pankaj Gupta, ProfesDirector, Capgemini.
sor & Vice Dean, Jindal Global UniverAIMSR has been conducting Innovasity; Dr. Vivek Deolankar, Professor and
tion Summits for the past five years. The
Head, University Department of Comprevious chapters of the last five Innovamerce, Ex-Dean, Faculty of Commerce,
tion Summits provided insights into the
University of Mumbai; Harish Prabhu,
various aspects of innovations carried
Founder FinEssense and former CEO
out in Manufacturing, Service, Enterand Country Manager, Mashreq Bank
tainment and Financial sectors.
Dubai; Gaurav Johri, Senior Vice PresiSince last year the Summit combined
dent and Head Platforms Business, Asia
Inter national RePacific and Corporate Strategy, Mindsearch Conference to
tree, Bangalore; Dr. Shishir Jha, Profesfurther the academic
sor at IIT Bombay and Vishal Kanvaty,
rigor and produce reSr. VP, NPCI. The Conference provided
search fervour. This
a platform to all researchers to highlight
year the summit will
the various developments carried out in
attempt to discuss
the field of digitalization.
various opportunities
For more details contact;
and underscore chalAditya Institute of management
lenges concerning
studies and research
“Strategy in a Digital
R.M. Bhattad Road, Ramnagar,
World”. The Internanear Kora Kendra Ground,
tional Research ConBorivali West, Mumbai.
ference was hosted in
Call: 022-6110611/12, 8080112200
collaboration with DeWeb: www.aimsr.edu.in
partment of Com-

Emerging Digital India”

W

ith the exponential increase in
the landscape of business opportunities in India; come
greater challenges. Business schools
need to shoulder the immense responsibility of building effective pliable skilled
working capital and become a key enabler in overall nation building.
With the immense technological disruption in all the business verticals
coupled with the global economic turbulences; the conduct of business has
witnessed a tremendous change. It
is imperative for B-schools to understand the convoluted business
challenges which demand a
deeper insight into management education capable of
bridging the gap between academia and the industry. Hence,
business schools need to continuously adapt and innovate in order
to stay relevant.
Innovation, Skill Enhancement &
Value addition in Management Education has been the motto at IMS Ghaziabad, since 1990, which has been the
choice of many successful aspirants.
IMS Ghaziabad is one of the top Bschools across Delhi/NCR and in the
entire country. As an institution with a
glorious legacy of 28 years, they strive
to disseminate ethical, vibrant, innovative, global, qualitative management
education and foster international rela-

tions along with collaborative partnerships with leading Management Institutes / Universities across the globe.
Business schools should act as breeding grounds for germination of innovative business ideas. They should not only
pioneer theory but must also act & ensure that these ideas fit in the real glob-

Dr. Tapan Kumar Nayak,
Director – IMS Ghaziabad
al business scenario. B-schools must also
foster entrepreneurship, the start-up
culture, and encourage leadership
through various initiatives fortifying the
‘Make in India’ dream campaign. Thus,
broadening horizons and enhancing

Survival of the fittest!
A

Next Generation
Business Leaders
University School of Business
(Chandigarh University) offering
best return-on-investment to its
management students

C

ontemplating the changing job scenario
of the global corporate world, University School of Business (USB) in collaboration with industry is working towards
developing the next generation business leaders
for the blue-chip multinationals. Ranked Outstanding B-School by leading business news
publications, USB has been acknowledged to
develop future business leaders for the corporate world. Under the flagship of Asia’s fastest
growing university, Chandigarh University,
USB offers its students a decisive edge in a
global competitive environment by inculcating
the necessary managerial skills.
Besides offering the perspective management
students the specializations in the contemporary fields of Finance, Marketing, HR and Information Technology, USB
through its rich Industry
patronage offers new age
MBA programs with specializations in emerging areas
like Business Analytics in
collaboration with IBM,
Banking & Financial Engineering in collaboration
with ICICI, International
Business, Agri-Business and
Tourism & Hospitality Management.

Top Ranking Global Perspective

Banking on the strong acceptance of its academic model, USB has been ranked amongst
the premier and leading B-schools of India.
 5th Among Emerging B-Schools of India –
Times of India
 2nd Best MBA-Finance B-School in Nonmetros category – Leading magazine
 Ranked 3rd Among Top 3 B-Schools of North
India – Leading magazine

What makes USB stand you apart?

 Adopting comprehensive & real time case-study
learning approach
 Highest number of Doctorate Faculty
 Providing Best Campus Placements as more than
leading 200 MNCs
 Financial Support available for Start-ups through
IEDC at the campus itself
 Multiple career opportunities with the option to
choose Dual Specialization
 Global Exposure available through Academic Alliance program with more than 170 leading & QS
ranked International Universities

MBA Placements in 2017 at USB

Campus Placements for 2017 batch MBA students
at Chandigarh University have registered a record
surge in comparison to last year. In all, more than
200 MNCs from Banking & Financial, Retail, FMCG,
Marketing, Wealth Management, Business Analytics,
E-Commerce, Tourism & Hospitality & IT sector have
selected 475 MBA students. While the highest package saw a jump & touched Rs. 14 LPA, the average
package offered by the multi-nationals reached Rs.
5 LPA for 2017 batch, the MBA
students from USB managed to
grab 710 offers from leading
multi-nationals. Top notch companies like Amazon, Mindtree,
Deloitte, Axis Bank, HDFC Bank
selected the MBA Business Analytics students from Chandigarh
University, while companies like
Yes Bank, ICICI Securities selected students from MBA Banking & Finance specialization with the highest package of Rs. 10 LPA. The students of MBA HR specialization were selected by MNCs which included
Bandhan Bank, ITC, with highest package of Rs. 6
LPA, while the highest package of Rs. 7 LPA was
offered to students of MBA marketing specialization
who were selected by Axis Bank, Federal Bank being
the major recruiters.
For details about MBA programs offered at
Chandigarh University,
NH-95 Chandigarh-Ludhiana Highway,
Mohali, Punjab. Call at: 1800-200-0025
Visit at: www.cuchd.in

Holistic education at Sanskriti University

t Sanskriti University,
the endeavour of the
entire team of educationists engaged in teaching
is to ensure that they guide the
students to attain excellence
in their respective domains of
Industry-Institute –Interface (3I’s)
studies. The students are encouraged
to unleash their talent by providing has an important place in the scheme
the right environment and facilities of things in this university, as it apto stand out amongst outstanding stu- preciates the value of on-the- job
dents in their respective fields not only learning. The curriculum is contemporary with due weightage given to
in the university but also amongst
practical training for meeting the
reputed universities/institutions of
the state / country. The university of- needs of industries & organizations.
The university also enfers a large basket of courses
courages entrepreneurfrom which the students can
ship. There is an incubamake the right choice so that
tion cell in the university
they can really pursue their
where the students are
studies in the courses of
provided necessary facilitheir choice with great fervor
ties and guidance for real& focused attention. The foization of their dreams in
cus is on holistic developtheir areas of interest.
ment of the students so that
Extra-curricular activiafter completion of their
ties like sports, music,
studies, the students can be Sachin Gupta suitably employed in various Chancellor, Sanskriti drama etc. form an integral part of the academic
University
organizations/industries.

A legacy beckons
IES MCRC –
MBA Aspirants’
Top Choice

A

business school with a legacy
of one hundred years which
continues to nurture the values instilled by the promoters is today a hub of experiments. New ideas
and unconventional thoughts are
always encouraged. As a result IES
MCRC received two prestigious
awards for innovative practices in
management
education.
IES Management College and Research Centre
is consistently
rated among top management institutes in the business capital of India.
The credit for this performance goes
to its dedicated, transparent and employee friendly management. It is
because of the continuous encour-

agement by the management that the
faculty members at IES MCRC continuously give an excellent performance which, in turn, helps students
to excel in their academics and later
in professional career. A strong team
of 30 full-time faculty members continuously strives for the development
of students. Apart from teaching the
faculty members are engaged in research, student mentoring, project
guidance, consulting and executive
training programs.
In the current academic year three
of IES faculty members have won the
national level fellowships awarded
by RBI and Association of Indian Management Schools
(AIMS). Like
faculty members the students at IES have also proved their
talent in many local and national
level competitions. Consecutively for
two years, IES students have won the
National Best Budding Manager
award of All India Management As-

calendar of the university.

B- SCHOOL AT SANSKRITI
UNIVERSITY

Sanskriti University understands
that a management degree is of immense significance in today’s competitive environment in the global
village that the world is. In the contemporary world, it is a matter of survival of the fittest. In other words,
businesses are required to be managed with utmost efficiency with
maximum utilization of the scarce
resources through adoption of prudent management practices. This is
exactly the space that the B schools
occupy for learning effective management processes in all spheres of activities. In appreciation of the demand
for competent managers for successfully running business organizations,
Sanskriti University has taken steps
of offering different courses in its
School of Management & Commerce.
The courses offered are - B.B.A.,
B.Com (P) & B.Com (Hons.) at under-

skills is key element of any teachinglearning process. IMS Ghaziabad has
been cultivating leaders who can solve
the entire spectrum of business, social
and economic problems with creative
thinking and react strategically to gain
competitive advantages.
IMS Ghaziabad values the continual
pursuit of innovating business education by novel approaches to learning and
is committed to strengthen relationships
that stimulate intellectual curiosity and
constructive psychology. It is imperative
that B-schools must innovate the curricula, format and delivery of their management specializations. The curriculum of their PGDM programme is regularly revised to be cross-functional based
on the industry inputs and best global
practices along with certification programmes to keep in synchronization
with the changing business requirements. You will be exposed to a curriculum that is a unique blend of strategic
thinking and pragmatism. They have
three dimensional focus that is not
only to achieve highest standards of
academic excellence, but also to
achieve highly effective corporate interface backed with
multi-dimensional development opportunities.
The acclaimed faculty at IMS
is a perfect blend of industryacademic experience. They help
students in developing a holistic
view of the business and equip
them with the latest management techniques pertaining to national and international business environment. The
institute nurtures students to be emotionally intelligent through inculcating
human values and professional ethics
so that they surpass competition and
excel better than the best.
Keeping the glorious legacy of academic excellence ahead in its 28th year
of existence, IMS Ghaziabad, has been
consistently bestowed with top accreditation, awards, ratings and
rankings by Apex bodies
like NAAC, ASSOCHAM,
TOI, various media houses
and others; a testimony to
the ever-growing role of
IMS Ghaziabad in escalation of business education
in the country. IMS is accredited with ‘A’ Grade by
NAAC (National Assessment and Accreditation
Council) It offers PGDM
(AICTE Approved, NBA Accredited & Equiv. to MBA by
AIU – Association of Indian
Universities) & MCA
(AICTE Approved & Affiliated to Dr. A.P.J.A.K.T.U)
Programmes.
For more details
contact:
Toll Free No:
1800-102-4170
Email:
admissions@imsgzb.com

graduate level; M.B.A. (specialization
in HR, Finance, Marketing, IT, IB management) & M. Com. at post-graduate
level. The school also offers doctoral
degrees in different areas of specialization specially Marketing, Finance
& HR.
Emphasis is on case studies so that
the student can develop analytical
skills, problem solving approach, decision making skills, logical thinking
etc. for solving real life problems in
their fields of activities.
Industrial training is an integral
part of different management programmes when the students undergo
practical training /internship that
helps them to appropriately fit into the
requirements of managers without
any loss of time after obtaining management degrees.
A team of dedicated well qualified,
competent & experienced faculty
members are engaged in imparting
theoretical inputs & guiding the students during the industrial training.
Pedagogy followed by the faculty
members are of international standard. Eminent personalities from the
industry & reputed universities/institutions are regularly invited to deliver
lectures and interact with the students. Debates, business games, quiz
are conducted regularly for improving
analytical and presentation skills of
the students.

sociation and in 2016-17 the prestigious Dandekar Trophy awarded by
Bombay Management Association.
IES MCRC offers two year full-time
MMS program and three year parttime programs for working executives. Both the programs are affiliated to Mumbai University. The institute also offers two year full-time
PGDM and a unique PGDM in Pharmaceuticals and Healthcare management. All the programs of IES are
approved by AICTE. IES MCRC is
also a Ph. D. centre of University of
Mumbai. Students in IES get continuous industry exposure through
guest lectures, industry visits, live
projects, conferences, round-table
discussions and events organized by
CII and IMC as IES has a very close
association with these two prominent
industry bodies. Every year more
than 150 top companies visit IES campus to recruit students for summer
and final placement. The institute
has international collaborations with
universities in Switzerland and Taiwan. These collaborations give opportunities to students to get global
exposure through visit abroad and
participation in programs organized
jointly by IES and these universities.
To know more about IES
MCRC and for admission
details, visit
www.ies.edu/management.

Eat
healthy
during
exams
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